
Rafael Nadal Grand Slam Record
Rafael Nadal (L) of Spain and Roger Federer of Switzerland hug at the net Nadal sits three
Grand Slam titles behind the Swiss maestro on 14, with nine. Rafael Nadal (L) of Spain and
Roger Federer of Switzerland hug at the net (Reuters). Nadal sits three Grand Slam titles behind
the Swiss maestro on 14, with nine of "I was very happy to get the grand slam record at
Wimbledon in 2009," he.

It was just 15 months ago that Rafael Nadal seemed like a
lock to start the would have put him just two behind Roger
Federer and his record 17 Grand Slams. Remember, before
Federer came around, the record for most majors was 14,.
Rafael Nadal can break Federer's grand slam record: Goran Ivanisevic players having. Getting
back to Djokovic's Grand Slam sweep of Nadal, no one even had even defeated Nadal in three
Slams before Djokovic. The record had been two. Rafael Nadal: I Would Love To Have One
More Grand Slam Title Than Pete said he wants to break the tie he and Pete Sampras share with
14 career Slams. Aires title was his 46th on clay, and after a recalculation in ATP record books.

Rafael Nadal Grand Slam Record
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That's all Rafael Nadal needs to bust Roger Federer's all-time record of
17 Instead, his record streak of 23 consecutive Grand Slam semifinals
ended at the very Even with 14 majors Nadal is the greatest player in
tennis..the excitement he. Novak Djokovic defeated Rafael Nadal 7-5, 6-
3, 6-1 to advance to the Before Wednesday his record at Roland Garros
was 70 wins and a single defeat. And with 14 grand-slam singles titles
altogether, he looked at one stage as if he would.

Rafael Nadal Can Break Roger Federer's Grand Slam Record: Ivanisevic
having won 31 Grand Slam singles titles between them (Federer 17 and
Nadal 14). View the full player profile, include bio, stats and results for
Rafael Nadal. his uncle Toni and his fitness trainer is Rafael Maymo.
Grand Slam Singles Results. Nadal defeated Djokovic, who was playing
his first Grand Slam semi-final. Novak Djokovic and Rafael Nadal during
the 2011 US Open final The match lasted 5 hours 53 minutes, the record
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for the longest match in a Grand Slam final in the open era. At the 2012,
Monte Carlo, Clay, Final, Nadal, 6–3, 6–1, 1:18, 14, 17.

At Djokovic's age (27), Federer had already
won 13 grand slam titles, Nadal, also 13. At
RG, Rafael Nadal is always at the top and an
in-form Federer would still be We all want
Rafa to be the one to break the 17 Slams
record, but he has.
Fedal Wars: Federer Admits Nadal Could Catch His Grand Slam Total
“Quickly” a few more French Open titles Rafael Nadal could very well
catch his Grand Slam haul of 17. “But at the end of the day, records are
there to be broken.” his total, 7 out of 17, 41%, Nadal's best is more than
half his total, 9 out of 14, 64%. The man chasing his record, Rafael
Nadal, is perched at 14 Grand Slams and is five years younger than the
Swiss meastro. And Federer, never one to mince his. Rafael Nadal Can
Break Federer's Grand Slam Record: Goran Ivanisevic players having
won 31 Grand Slam titles between them (Federer 17 and Nadal 14).
Roger Federer Thinks Rafael Nadal Will Break His Grand Slam
Record!com/2015/03/roger-federer-grand-slams-rafael-nadal-pass-him-
french-opens-17-14. The 17-time Grand Slam champion is well ahead of
his arch-rival Rafael Nadal (14) in the list of most major titles by a man.
However, it won't come. Career record, 129–88 (59.45% in Grand Slam
and ATP World Tour main Rafael Nadal's 81 match winning streak on
clay, an open era record. Grand Slam final in terms of games played with
Federer prevailing 16–14 in a thrilling 5th set.

Nadal will aim to win his 10th French Open title next summer as the 14-
time Grand Slam winner pursues Federer's record of 17. REUTERS
Grigor Dimitrov of Rafael has been forced to adapt his game. We have



to stop the progress.

See how Novak Djokovic's Grand Slam titles compare to Roger Federer
and Rafael Nadal's at similar points in their careers.

Djokovic eyes Grand Slam glory in French Open finals against
Wawrinka pictured during the Roland Garros quarter-finals against
Rafael Nadal on June 3. But having handed Nadal just his second ever
loss at Roland Garros in the out Federer in the quarter-finals in Paris,
insists his poor record against Djokovic will.

Spanish tennis phenom Rafael Nadal has been wowing the tennis world
from the first of a record nine French Open singles titles in 2005, and
competed the career It was his 14th Grand Slam title, tying him with
Pete Sampras for second.

Serbian star is halfway to a calendar Grand Slam. The 'King of Clay'
falls. #Nadal records just 2nd career loss at RG (70-2 win-loss record) in
11 appearances. Rafael Nadal says he's not thinking of Roger Federer's
17 Grand Slams but rather breaking his tie with Pete Sampras at 14.
(Photo : Getty 2 in the world rankings, owns the Grand Slam record with
17 titles, but Nadal, No. 3 in the world. French Open Defeat Will Not Be
the End of Rafael Nadal as a Grand Slam Threat History will record June
8, 2014, as the final chapter of the Spaniard's. Roger Federer and Rafael
Nadal shared numerous epic battles throughout their Latest News: Swiss
Thinks Rafael Nadal Can Break His 17 Grand Slam Record That's why
in an interview before he begins his 62nd Grand Slam campaign,
surpassing Pete Sampras' 14 and trailing only Federer with his 17 slams.

Toni Nadal believes that Rafa can break Roger Federer's record of 17
Grand Slam titles. This was Djokovic's first Grand Slam title since he
married and became a father last year. “I think it has deeper Federer has
won a record 17 major titles. Nadal has won 14, the same number as



Pete Sampras. Djokovic will need to keep. Is Novak Djokovic closing in
on the likes of Federer and Nadal? The World no 1 is over the moon
after winning his 3 Wimbledon title and his 9th grand slam title. going for
the couple of years he can easily go past Nadal's tally of 14 slams.
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Federer has won 17 grand slams while playing a brand of tennis that would make the Rafael
Nadal and Roger Federer embrace after the Australian Open final in 2009 They met 14 times in
that period, with Nadal winning on 10 occasions. Nadal go on to claim 18 Grand Slam titles and
eclipse Federer's record, will.
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